
Hydraulic characteristics

END SUCTION CENTRIFUGAL 
PUMPS - SCP (Аccording to ISO 2858)

Single stage, low pressure, centrifugal end suction pump with an axial inlet into the impeller and flanged bearing 
frame. Simple and compact design, suitable for flexible coupling to electric motor or internal combustion engine 
as a drive. Fast and easy dismantling without detaching from the existing pipeline. 

1. Horizontal arrangement ->SCP;   
    Horizontal arrangement for thermal oil -> STCP; 
2. Vertical arrangement -> VSCP.

Arrangements: 

For liquid transfer and circulation of cold and hot 
clean or slightly polluted water. 
Typical applications are in:
- Municipal water supply;
- Domestic water supply;
- Industrial plants;
- Boiler feed and condensate systems;
- Irrigation and dewatering;
- General purposes etc. 

Application:

- Ample dimensioned shaft guided through roller 
  bearings and hardened shaft sleeve.
- Reliable wet impeller technology; 
- Fully-enclosed single piece casting;
- High operating reliability 

Advantages:

- Electric motor;
- Diesel motor.

Drive:

For detailed info please visit  www.pumpi.com.mk
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Pump case Sha�  sealing Bearings

Sha�

Constant oil leveler

Sha� bearing casingConsoleImpeller

The pump case is of rigid
design with a generous 
wall thickness, giving good 
protec�on against erosion 
and corrosion.

Pump case 

Sha� sealing can be with:
- so� packing
- mechanical seal.

Sha� sealing 

The heavy duty console
with incorporated lantern
assures silent opera�on.

Sha� bearing bracket 

Fully enclosed, single -piece 
cas�ng gives reliability, 
long trouble-free opera�on 
and high efficiency.

Impeller  

The sha� is protected by a 
replaceable sha� sleeve in 
stainless steel.

Bearings 

Ample dimensioned single
and double row ball 
bearings improve the 
s�ffness and minimize sha� 
deflec�on.

Sha�s 

Aligned between the 
bearing bracket and the 
pump case. 

Console

For maintaining a constant 
oil level for efficient 
lubrica�on of the bearings.

Constant oil leveler

Capacity:   up to 2500 m³/h
Head:    up to 150 m
Pump size:  up to DN300
Temperature: up to 160°C

Technical data:

Sec�onal Drawing of SCP pumps




